
East Hempfield Township
Traffic Commission Minutes, Four Seasons Banquet Facility

949 Church Street, Landisville PA
Date and Time:  December 19, 2018                6:00p.m.

Commission members in attendance:  Douglas Brubaker, G. Edward LeFevre, Chief Skiles and H.
Scott Russell.

Others present: Perry Madonna, Jon Beck and Cindy Schweitzer.

The meeting was called to order at 6:00 pm by Mr. Brubaker, followed by the Pledge of
Allegiance.  

Public Comments:  none

Action Items:
Veranda, Phase 4 – review and approval of street signage.  Motioned by Chief Skiles, seconded
by Mr. Russell and unanimously approved to approve the submission of the Veranda, Phase 4
street sign exhibit provided there is verification that the signage meets all MUDCD (Manuel on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices) design requirements.

October 17, 2018 minutes – Motioned by Mr. Russell, seconded by Mr. LeFevre and unanimously
carried to accept the minutes of October 17, 2018 with noted date correction.

Old Business:
The Crossings at Conestoga/Farmingdale Road Improvements

o Short-term     improvements     (post     study     analysis) – Chris Bauer, McMahon
Associates reviewed his findings concerning the temporary roadway improvements place on
Farmingdale Road, Barr Blvd. and Barr Crest (one-way yield, speed humps).  His analysis
concluded that the features have been effective in reducing speed in the Farmingdale, Barr and
Barr Crest neighborhoods generally about 10 MPH.   He also looked at volumes and sees a 3-5%
increase in volume which is insignificant (75 additional cars per day).  He indicated that he is
confident in saying there has been very little impact to these neighborhoods due to the opening of
Wegmans at the Crossings.  Mr. Bauer is recommending that the one-way yield and existing
temporary speed humps be made permanent features of the roadways.  When asked Mr. Bauer
explained that the cost of making the one-way yield feature permanent is $12,000-$14,000.
Installation of permanent speed tables is $6800.  The question was raised could speed tables work
as good as the one-way yield?  The pros and cons of the one-way yield and the speed tables was
discussed.  

One-way yield – Mr. Bauer feels these would be favored by EMS since they could travel
unimpaired by slowing to go over a speed table.  He added that installation of the one-way yield
could also result in some MS4 credit since macadam would be removed.  Negatives of the speed
tables would be EMS would need to slow down and plowing becomes more time consuming.
Chief Skiles, speaking as the Chief of Police would favor speed tables/humps over the one-way
yield as he wants his officers to slow down if responding to a call.  Diane Garber, Emergency
Services Coordinator indicated she has had conversations with Rohrerstown Fire Company and
they have experienced vehicles speeding up to get through the yield, causing the fire truck to have
to wait to enter the yield.
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Both Mr. LeFevre and Mr. Brubaker feel that the one-way yield has and could cause more
irritation for those using the yield, more so than the speed tables.  Mr. Brubaker also likes the
speed tables as a cost saving measure.  Angled speed humps were discussed and it was noted they
are illegal in Pennsylvania.  It was also noted that additional costs would be line stripping ($600-
$1000 for the speed tables and $800 for the yield markings).

It was noted that if speed tables/humps are installed permanently that consideration needs to be
given for bicycles.  A 2’ area at the curb line or in the center should be factored in to allow cyclist
to safely cross. 

Discussion was held regarding the reason for the No Left Turn at Farmingdale Road.  Mr. Bauer
explained that traffic does back up on Marietta which makes the No Left Turn on Farmingdale
unsafe/difficult. 

Ken Ralph questioned if speed bumps/tables would be the better choice since based on the post
study that the speeds appear to be lower in the areas where the temporary speed bumps are
located.  Mr. Bauer indicated that do to all factors when comparing the speed bump MPH and the
one-way yield MPH a fair transfer of favoring one over the other is not a conclusion that speed
would be further reduced using the speed bumps.  All factors need to be reviewed and considered.

It was confirmed that the post analysis was performed after the traffic circle was removed and a
speed hump added to Farmingdale just past the intersection of Wickersham/Irwin.  Cathy
Ashworth questioned the location of any proposed speed humps/tables on Farmingdale Road.
She noted that the one-way yield seems to be working well, even allowing Cindy Brodbeck to exit
her driveway safely due to the slowed traffic entering the yield.  Mr. Bauer indicated that the
option of speed humps/tables on Farmingdale would have to be analyzed in terms of location but
he is guessing it would be two.

Stan Porter, Getz Woods questioned if automated ticketing/enforcement was considered however
it was noted that this like radar is not legal in Pennsylvania.  He also suggested looking at the
noise ordinance to limit truck noise.  

Discussion was also held regarding restricting truck traffic.  It was noted that there are restrictions
on the southern end of Farmingdale Road but it was uncertain about the northern end.  The study
involved is fairly basic but should be used to protect roadways rather than limit truck traffic in a
neighborhood.  It was also assumed that a majority of the truck traffic is considered local delivery
making them exempt from the typical truck restriction. 

Motioned by Mr. Russell, seconded by Mr. LeFevre to table further action on the issue of making
any of the roadway features permanent to allow time for McMahon Associates to look at the
option of using speed tables/humps rather than the one-way yield on Farmingdale Road.  

o Long Term Improvements to Farmingdale area roadways – Mr. Bauer reviewed his status
update on the design plans for the long-term improvements to potentially handle the
Crossing traffic.  He is looking at: 

 Oreville and Good – installation of a traffic signal
 Oreville   and   Farmingdale – temporarily force SB Farmingdale Road traffic on to

Oreville Road.  This is necessary to enable the traffic signal at Oreville and Good
to meet PennDOT traffic warrants.  This is also being suggested as temporary
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because it could then create a favorable shortcut for NB traffic on Good to make a
left on Oreville and travel SB on Farmingdale to get to Marietta.  Traffic counts
will be monitored (pre and post) to determine any changes.  A true right turning
lane would also be created on Oreville. 

 Marietta   and   Good – A SB right turn land would be created on Good as well as a
WB right turn lane on Marietta.  This would involve property impacts.  Mr. Bauer
warned that these improvements (at Marietta and Good) will not create the optimal
intersection but one that would better manage the traffic entering it.  Left turns,
during peak hours will still see wait times and the cuing at Hansom will still exist. 

Scott Wiglesworth questioned if the SB left turn lane on Good @ Marietta would be extended and
if the shoulder widening on Marietta was being considered.  Mr. Bauer confirmed both are part of
the plan study. 

Mr. Bauer noted that he is working with PennDOT to fine-tune the eventual submission of the
HOP permit for both the Marietta/Good and Oreville/Good intersection work.  Mr. LeFevre is
pleased with the outcome of the temporary measures already in place in terms of speed control
and would encourage the Commission to wait until the Crossings Apartments are occupied before
decisions are made on the long-term solutions. 

Discussion was held regarding the possibility of a traffic circle at Oreville/Good.  Mr. Bauer
indicated it is feasible but a higher cost than a traffic signal (potentially $350,000-$500,000) and
suggests this might be a longer-range solution as development occurs on Oreville and the
southern end of Farmingdale Road.  

Residents raised concern/issue with the restricted movement of SB Farmingdale Road traffic
under the long-term solutions.  There were two opinion of residents attending the meeting.  Some
felt that the improvements would preserve and protect their neighborhoods while others felt many
residents would be inconvenienced.  Mr. Ralph encouraged the Commission to conduct a survey
to determine what the majority of area residents desire in long-term improvements. 

New Business:
Stan Porter, Getz Woods requested the Commission to consider, at a future meeting, installing
speed bumps in Getz Woods. 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:01PM by the unanimous consent of the Commission.

Submitted:  Cindy A. Schweitzer
                  Township Manager/Secretary




